
Definition of Systematic Theology: The study (logos) of the Divine (Theos) organized in self-
consistent, comprehensive categories that correspond to God’s revelation of Himself. 

Overview of Systematics: Scripture is inerrant. The creator God is a Trinity. Man is sinful. 
Christ’s work alone saves. Salvation comes by grace, through faith. Word and sacrament ministry 
is the means of grace (including infant baptism, child communion, and church discipline). 
Christ will return after the nations have been discipled to judge the wicked and bring about 
bodily resurrection, before consummating a glorious new creation. 

Text: Read Louis Berkhof ’s Summary of Christian Doctrine, available free here: 
  https://www.biblicaltraining.org/transcriptions/summary-christian-doctrine-louis-berkhof 

Outline of Our Sessions 
Session 1: Revelation, Reason, God (Berkhof 1-8) 
Session 2: Creation and Man (Berkhof 9–13) 
Session 3: Christ and Redemption (Berkhof 14–22) 
Session 4: Church, Mission, Eschatology (Berkhof 23-30) 

Session 2: Creation and Man (Berkhof 9–13) 

I. Creator God’s Sovereignty over Creation 
A. Sovereign - The triune God’s will is bound by nothing other than His own  character. His decision to create the 

world and all events that comprise the world’s history, including the free choices of man, is only subject to His 
character. He is thus the determiner of every event in history, including the sin of man and all evil (human and 
natural) that has been caused by man’s sin. God is not, however, the direct cause of evil since He is absolutely 
holy and cannot go against His own nature.  
1. Divine Providence 

a) Divine Preservation 
(1) God continues to uphold Creation outside of it. 

b) Divine Concurrence 
(1) God working in and through creation to bring about His will. 

c) Divine Government 
(1) God’s Rule over all things 

d) MISCONCEPTIONS 
(1) Deistic - “Watchmaker" 
(2) Pantheistic - God is Creation 

2. Extraordinary Providence (Miracles) 
a) Outside of the normal workings 

(1) Unexplainable 
(2) Irrational  
(3) Impossible 

B. “Creation in General. The word creation is not always used in the same sense in the Bible. In the strict sense of 
the word it denotes that work of God by which He produces the world and all that is in it, partly without the 
use of pre-existent materials, and partly out of material that is by its nature unfit, for the manifestation of His 
glory. (Day/Age; Gap; etc.) (Poetic vs Narrative argument) 
1. It is represented as a work of the triune God, Gen. 1:2; Job 26:13; 38:4; Ps. 33:6; Isa. 40:12, 13; John 1:3; I Cor. 

8:6; Col. 1:15-17.  
2. Over against Pantheism we must maintain that it was a free act of God. He did not need the world. Eph. 1:11; 

Rev. 4:11.  
3. And over against Deism, that He created the world so that it always remains dependent on Him. He must 

uphold it from day to day, Acts 17:28; Heb. 1:3.” (Berkhof ch. 9). 
C. Material Creation - (FORM AND FILL) 

1. “Work of the six days. (YOM) 
a) On the first day light was created, and by the separation of light and darkness day and night were 

constituted. This does not conflict with the idea that sun, moon, and stars were created on the fourth 
day, for these are not themselves light, but light-bearers.  

b) The work of the second day was also a work of separation, the separation of the waters above from the 
waters below by the establishment of the firmament.  
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c) On the third day the work of separation is continued in the separation of the sea and the dry land. 
In addition to that the vegetable kingdom of plants and trees was established. By the word of His power 
God caused the earth to bring forth flowerless plants, vegetables, and fruit trees, each yielding seed 
after their kind.  

d) The fourth day brought the creation of sun, moon, and stars, to serve a variety of purposes: to divide 
day and night, to serve as signs of weather conditions, to determine the succession of the seasons and of 
days and years, and to function as lights for the  earth.  

e) The work of the fifth day consisted in the creation of birds and fishes, the inhabitants of the air and 
of the water.  

f ) Finally, the sixth day is marked by the climax of the work of creation. The higher classes of land 
animals were created, and the whole work was crowned by the creation of man in the image of God. 
His body was formed out of the dust of the earth, while his soul was an immediate creation of God.  

g) On the seventh day God rested from His creative labors and delighted in the contemplation of His 
work.  

h) Today’s Critiques 
(1) The theory of evolution. Evolutionists want to substitute their view of the origin of things for the 

Scriptural doctrine. They believe that from the simplest forms of matter and life all existing species 
of plants and animals (including man), and also the various manifestations of life, such an 
intelligence, morality, and religion, developed by a perfectly natural process, purely as the result of 
natural forces. This is merely an assumption, however, and one that fails at several points. 
Moreover, it is in hopeless conflict with the narrative of creation as it is found in the Bible.  

(2) Alien Seed Theory - Dawkins 
(3) Big Bang - Hawking 

D. The Spiritual World. God created not only a material but also a spiritual world, consisting of the angels.  They 
are pure spiritual beings and act on God’s behalf 
1. Classes of Angels 

a) Cherubim 
b) Seraphim 

2. Fallen Angels - attempt to disrupt God’s will 
a) Satan 
b) Still Subject to God’s will - Job 

II. Humanity 
A. Original State - God made Adam and Eve as righteous with the ability to embrace moral corruption by 

disobeying God’s Law. 
1. Image Bearers 

a) Spiritual, rational, moral, and immortal - obscured by sin 
b) true knowledge, righteousness, holiness - lost by sin 

2. Body and Soul vs Body, Soul, and Spirit 
a) Part of the EFS/ESS discussion 
b) Soul Ties? 

B. The Fall - Adam as the head of humanity and of creation permitted sin to enter the world, and as a result all of 
humanity and the entire creation fell into sin, being subject to the miseries of sin. 
1. Original Sin - Guilt and Pollution 

a) Sin is Lawlessness 
b) Total Depravity 

(1) NOT Utter Depravity 
2. Covenant of Works/Grace 

a) Amended Covenant or New Covenant after the fall? 
b) Jesus fulfilled the requirements of the covenant of works through the covenant of Redemption 
c) How do you enter? 

(1) Signs and Seals 
C. Male and Female - Humanity was created male and female. Through the mandate at creation, people were to 

fill the earth through the covenant of marriage. Marriage is a lifelong commitment of one man and one woman 
with the ordinary goal of raising children to know the Triune God through the redemption of Christ.


